Let ^bea 1-chain on a Riemann surface R and T X (R) a closed subspace of T h (R) 9 the Hilbert space of square integrable harmonic differential forms on R 9 then there is a unique y) x Çc)eT x (R) such that $ 4 ,co=(co 9 y) oe (*)) for all co G T X (R) (R). In each of these results the curve family whose extremal length gave the square of the norm of the reproducing differential was a homology class associated with c. Rodin [5] asked whether there were similar theorems for other subspaces of T h (R) and what the proper curve family would be in case c was an arbitrary 1-chain, not necessarily a 1-cycle. If c is a single arc, then a reduced extremal distance interpretation of the norm of the reproducing differential for T he (R), T hm (R) and T h6 (R)nTl 6 (R) was given in [4]. The purpose of this paper is to announce solutions to the problems posed by Rodin for a large number of important subspaces of T h (R); a complete, detailed paper is forthcoming.
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For the sake of simplicity we shall consider only compact Riemann surfaces; this case gives rise to one of the most important applications. The following theorem is our main result.
THEOREM. l{&(c))={{f 0 {c))f and I(^))=<<^)>> 2 .
COROLLARY.
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This corollary leads to an extremal length interpretation of Abel's theorem. Let D be a divisor on the compact Riemann surface R. Assume that either D=0 or D=B-A 9 where A and B are disjoint integral divisors; that is, y4 = 2f=i mPi and 2?=2}Li njb j9 the points a i9 bj all being distinct and m i9 n i being positive integers. D is called a principal divisor if there is a rational function ƒ on R such that the divisor of/is D. Abel's theorem asserts that D is a principal divisor if and only if there is a 1-chain c on R with the property that &c=Z> and ƒ,. co=0 for all co e T h (R). Now, in order that £. co=0 holds for all co G I\(if), it is necessary and sufficient that ||^(^)||=0. Consequently, the next theorem has been established. 
